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Abstract

In an undirected graph, a clique is a subset of vertices such
that every two vertices are connected by an edge; that is to
say the clique itself is a complete graph found within the graph.
The clique problem is classified as NP-Complete. As the start-
ing graph increases in number of vertices and edges it becomes
very difficult to find the answer, the maximum clique, in polynomial
time.

Applications

A PPI Network can be descibed as a complex system of
proteins linked by interactions. A simple representation is a graph
consisting of nodes and edges. The nodes represent the proteins,
and such, two proteins that interact with each other are connected
by an edge.

” Densely connected subgraphs in the network are likely to
form protein complexes that function as a unit in a certain biolog-
ical process.”

Protein Interaction Networks: Computational Analysis A.
Zhang, 2009, 3-4.

What is a Clique?

A clique is a set of vertices in a graph, such that every vertex
is connected to every other vertex in the graph. In other words, it
is a (sub)complete graph.
In the below picture, the green points form a 5-clique.

A maximal clique is not a subset of any other clique. It is the
maximum sized clique for those vertices.

Both Orange and Green are Maximal Cliques, while Orange is
the Maximum Clique

The maximum clique is a maximal clique that has maximum
cardinality; it is the clique with the largest number of vertices.

Protein structure prediction can be viewed as a problem of
finding cliques in a graph whose vertices represent positions of
molecules in the protein.

Methods

Generating a Graph
This code generates a graph on two constraints which al-

lows me to specify the number of points (vertices) the graph will
contain and a maximum distance that if two points are within such
distance are joined by an edge. The code randomly places the
points before applying the connections.

We can also generate the graph in n space. Below, a graph
was produced in cubic space.

Finding the Maximum Cliques
The basis of my code, which is written in Mathematica, is

manipulating and creating lists. I discovered Mathematica has its
own command to find the maximum clique, MaximumClique[G].
However, I have started testing the speed of my code against that
of mathematica’s command and for the graphs that I have tested,
my code runs significantly faster.

The code requires two parts of information from the graph
being analyzed: a list of the degrees, and a list of the edges,
ordered by the vertex.

Data

Random Graph of 300 points,connecting if within a distance of .1

For graphs that don’t include high amounts of vertices with
outrageous degrees, my code seems to run in polynomial time.

My Method vs. Mathematica’s

MaximumClique[G] command
This data was from a series of test starting at 100 vertices up to
650 vertices, changing by an increment of 50 vertices each time.
The distance at which to connect points remained at a constant
of .1.

caption!!

Here is a plot of the time (in seconds) for the greedy algo-
rithm versus the number of edges:

A distribution of times for the algorithm to find the maximum
clique and number of edges.

Data on larger graphs currently seems to do well.

Random geometric graphs on 1,000 vertices, connecting if within
a distance of .1

For a graph on 1,500 vertices, connecting if within a distance of
.1

Future Objectives
Refining my code, targeting more specific graphs that corre-

late to finding cliques. Creating a code to find all maximal cliques.
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